Windows Vista Sidebar widget
windows Vista Sidebar widget installation guide.

1. Click on the Windows Vista Sidebar section on the MyCamTools Widgets website.


3. Copy the provided token (for later use).

4. Install the Vista widget gadget.

How to add the CamTools Windows Sidebar Gadget

Download the Gadget at:
http://www3.caret.cam.ac.uk/nicolaas/raven/MyCamTools.Gadget

Execute the file, and when asked for a token, please copy this token into the input field:
The first thing you will see is a notice that you aren't known by CamTools.

Click on the wrench in top right corner of the vista widget. This will open the option menu. Remember that you copied the token from the site (if you didn't do that, go back to the vista widget section of the MyCamTools widgets website). Paste the token in the textfield and click the “Save token” button, and then press OK. Now you should be seeing the following.
You can click on the items to see a detailed view of the selected item. If you click on the items you will be redirected to the corresponding CamTools site.